An expert network all over the world to be close to our customers in the field
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CLOSE COLLABORATION
WITH KEY OPINION LEADERS

to deliver science & knowledge

Europe

COMPREHENSIVE TRIALS

SSIU

to provide solid results thanks to
CLEAR DATA INTERPRETATION

Ceva Phylaxia
Hungary

SSIU

Ceva Biomune
USA

North America

21
vets

Africa,
Middle East,
Eastern Europe
and Turkey

Latin America

3
4

31
vets

VALUABLE MONITORING THANKS TO

30
vets

GLOBAL PROTECTION SERVICES

+40

for proactive and data-based
decision-making

DIAGNOSIS
AND TROUBLESHOOTING

SSIU

Ceva Huadu
China

Asia

68
vets

32
vets

dedicated expert scientists
in the global “SSIU” network

With a global team of over 180 field veterinary poultry
specialists who work with production managers to continually
track performance of the immunization process, we ensure
continuous improvement in results. These teams are centrally
supported and work in a network to ensure the same level
of services from one country to another.

supported by our laboratory
network and diagnostic expertise
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SHARING KNOWLEDGE
AND TRAINING customer staff

and Ceva teams through continuous
education programs

Ceva Santé Animale S.A.
www.ceva.com - contact@ceva.com
10, av. de La Ballastière - 33500 Libourne - France
Phone: 00 33 (0) 5 57 55 40 40 - Fax: 00 33 (0) 5 57 55 42 37
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Veterinary Services’ five pillars
to support your business

EXCELLENCE
FOR YOUR
SUCCESS
Providing exper tise
& practical knowledge
to suppor t your business

THE CEVA’S VETERINARY SERVICES TEAM is a multidisciplinary group of poultry veterinarians
in which each member has specific expertise in poultry health and farm management to
deliver customer support around the world. Our teams are working in more than 45 countries
with a network of over 100 colleagues, all with very diverse expertise and backgrounds.

OUR MISSION IS
TO MAXIMIZE YOUR PROFITABILITY
BY ACHIEVING AN OPTIMUM HEALTH
AND IMMUNE STATUS IN YOUR FLOCKS

22 000
flocks monitored

by GPS
during the period of 2015-2017

KEY OPINION LEADERS
to deliver science & knowledge

SSIU lab

close to you

countries

2

specialists

poultry

professionals

covered

DIAGNOSIS
& TROUBLESHOOTING

supported by our laboratory network and diagnostic expertise

Ceva Veterinary Services are available to answer questions
on any issues related to your daily activities in the field. Along
with the solutions offered by Ceva, the veterinary teams are
committed to taking actions and solving problems. We are
active from the breeders to the processing plant, offering
a wide range of activities and background within our teams.

Through our active network of knowledgeable and
recognized researchers and stakeholders from both
public and private organizations, our Veterinary Services
are constantly exchanging with these international and
local Key Opinion Leaders learning about and discussing
specialized topics. This is a basic prerequisite to address
issues in the field appropriately.

180 800 40
45
veterinarians
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CLOSE COLLABORATION WITH

45

COMPREHENSIVE
TRIALS

national

to provide solid results thanks
to CLEAR DATA INTERPRETATION

40

3

HATCHERY

FARMS

SLAUGHTHERHOUSE

scientific support
& investigation network

400

GLOBAL PROTECTION SERVICES

After reviewing the quality of the vaccination in the
hatchery, birds are sent to the farms, where they will
be reared up to processing age. Addressing this critical
period with the proper immunization program and a
clear reduction of viral shedding, together with strict
biosecurity measures and good management practices,
are the only methods available to reduce performance
losses and protect the animals from any disease challenge.

BREEDERS

experts in the global

VALUABLE MONITORING THANKS TO

fast and regular health status and vaccine take monitoring
for proactive and data-based decision-making

poultry

20
years

To help you with the follow up of your vaccination
program, Ceva has created A DISEASE MONITORING
PROGRAM called GLOBAL PROTECTION SERVICES.
G.P.S. includes regular end-point serology monitoring
in vaccinated flocks TO CONFIRM THE STABLE
HEALTH STATUS OVER TIME.

teams

500
diagnostic
tests reported
per year

Field trials allow us to confirm the benefits of our vaccines
under different conditions. By successfully implementing
safe and efficient vaccination programs, birds can express
their genetic potential for a higher performance.

Ceva provides
innovation in all stages
of the production chain:

The Ceva Veterinary Services teams are joined by different
professionals with very enriching backgrounds who will
carefully listen to your questions and issues. Ceva has been
active worldwide in complex projects to bring solutions
by looking at different angles and with the clear goal of
improving our customers’ profitability.

of Ceva
University’s
history

professionals

trained
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SHARING
KNOWLEDGE
& TRAINING customer

staff and Ceva teams through
continuous education programs

Ceva invests widely in training and education, both for its internal
staff and for customer staff.

Our Veterinary Services provide regular, customized, onrequest training sessions on any topics
your technical staff may need. Successful sessions have already been held in many countries.
As a customer, you decide the frequency and the topics of such training sessions.
Training can either be done by us, or by external experts when it is about disease management
and prevention strategies.
We also hold an onboarding training program
for our newcomers twice a year in order to
put them on track as quickly as possible to
efficiently support you. These training sessions
– called Ceva University – have been running
for over 20 years now.
During this time, we have trained 400 poultry
professionals from various backgrounds around
the world.

